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Abst rac t - -A  finite-difference scheme is proposed for the one-dimensional time-dependent SchrS- 
dinger equation. We introduce an artificial boundary condition to reduce the originM problem into 
an initial-boundary value problem in a finite-computational domain, and then construct a finite- 
difference scheme by the method of reduction of order to solve this reduced problem. This scheme 
has been proved to be uniquely solvable, unconditionally stable, and convergent. Some numericM 
examples are given to show the effectiveness of the scheme. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The SchrSdinger equation has been widely used in various application areas, e.g., quantum me- 
chanics, optics, seismology, and plasma physics. Here, we consider the following initial value 
problem of the SchrSdinger equation on R 1 × [0, T], 
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let (z,t) = -~¢xx  (x,t) +V(x,t)¢(x,t), v (x,t) e R 1 × (0,T], (1.1) 
¢ (x, 0) = 90 (x), Vx E R 1, (1.2) 
where V(x, t) is the potential (real valued) function given on R 1 x (0, T], ¢°(x) is the complex 
initial data given on R 1, and the unknown function ¢(x,t) is a complex valued function on 
R 1 x [0, T]. 
In order to solve such whole-space problems by numerical methods, one has to consider a finite 
subdomain and impose an artificial boundary condition. When the solution of this new problem 
is equal to the restriction to the subdomain of the original solution, we say that the artificial 
boundary condition is transparent. 
Suppose that V(x, t) is constant outside bounded omain (0, 1) × (0, T] with 
V(x , t )=SV+,  l<x<+cc ,  O<t<T,  (1.3) 
V_, - c~<x_<0,  0<t<T,  
and ¢°(x) is compact with 
Supp {¢0} c [0,1]. (1.4) 
Then, we can introduce two artificial boundaries F0 -- {x = 0, 0 < t _< T} and FI = {x -- 1, 0 < 
t _< T}, which divide R 1 x (0,T] into three parts, 
Q_ = {(x,t) l -cc  < x <_ O , 0<t_<T},  
fl+ = {(m,t) l 1 _< m < +~,  0 < t < T} ,  
~={(x,t) JO<x<l, 0<t<T}.  
The finite subdomain ~ is our computational domain. 
Transparent boundary conditions for this problem were independently derived by several au- 
thors from various application fields [1-3]. They are nonlocal in t and read, 
/2 - i~4~ -~v_~ d [~ ¢ (0, ~) ~v_~ 
~x (0,t) -- VT~ • - ,e ~ ~o ~- -~ dA, on r0, (1.5) 
/2  ~'~'4" iv. t d f t  ¢(1, A) e iv+)' 
¢~ (1,t) = -~/ -e -  t / Je- + -=- J0 dA, on F1. (1.6) 
v ~ a ~-:~ 
A simple calculation shows that (1.5),(1.6) are equivalent to the impedance boundary condi- 
tions [3], 
1 f~ ¢~ (0, ~) e -~V-~ ¢ (0,t) = ~ ~(~/') ~0 ~ ~ d~, on r0, (1.7) 
Ib (1, t) = ----~l~ei(r/4) f0 t ¢~ (1, t - )0 e-iV+)' x/2r v/~ dA, on Fi. (1.8) 
Therefore, the initial-boundary value problem to approximate is now given by 
- l¢~(x , t )+V(x , t )~(x , t ) ,  V (x,t) eft¢, (1.9) i~bt (x, t) 
~)x (0, t) = e-i(n/4)e -iv-t ¢ (0, d)~, 0 < t < T, (1.10) 
4t -~ 
¢~(l't)=-'~--e-i(~/4)e-~v+tdv lr dt ~o t ¢(l'A)e'Y+;~da'~ 0<t  _<T, (1.11) 
¢(x,0) = ¢0 (x), 0 < x < 1. (1.12) 
This initial-boundary value problem is well-posed and its solution coincides with the solution 
of the original problem (1.1),(1.2) restricted to f/~ [4]. 
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The main difficulty of the numerical approximation is linked to the boundary conditions 
(1.10),(1.11) with the mildly singular convolution kernels, their numerical discretization is far 
from trivial. In fact, the discretization scheme for the analytic transparent boundary condi- 
tions often destroys the unconditional stability of the underlying Crank-Nicolson scheme used for 
the SchrSdinger equation and makes the overall numerical scheme only conditional stable [1,5]. 
Moreover, the numerical reflections at the artificial boundaries may appear. 
So far, several approaches have been proposed. Instead of using a discretization of the analytic 
transparent boundary conditions like (1.10),(1.11), Arnold and Ehrhard [6-9], first discretized 
the Schr6dinger equation on the whole space by using a Crank-Nicolson scheme and then derived 
an exact discrete transparent boundary condition directly from the fully discretized SchrSdinger 
equation. The resulting scheme is unconditionally stable and no numerical reflection appears at 
the boundaries. However, it seems quite difficult to extend this approach to the finite-element 
method, which has advantages for the problems on two-dimensional domains with curved bound- 
aries. Similarly, Schmidt et al. [10-12], first discretized the Schr6dinger equation in t direction 
and then derived the associated nonlocal transparent boundary condition from the semidiscretized 
SchrSdinger equation. This approach as been proved to be efficient and the fully discrete scheme 
is unconditionally stable when finite-element methods are employed for the spatial discretization. 
However, this approach can induce small numerical reflections at the boundaries. Mayfield [5] and 
Baskakov and Popov [1] proposed the most straightforward approaches. They used the Crank- 
Nicolson scheme for the Schr6dinger equation (1.9) and the left-point rectangular quadrature rule 
or a higher-order quadrature rule to discretize the equivalent boundary conditions (1.7),(1.8) or 
the conditions (1.I0),(1.11). Unfortunately, the resulting schemes have been proved to be condi- 
tionally stable and the strong numerical reflections can be induced. Recently, Antoine et al. [4] 
and Friese et al. [13] also proposed some unconditionally stable discretization schemes for the 
transparent boundary condition. In this paper, we also propose a straightforward approach. 
First, we apply the so-called method of reduction of order to construct a finite-difference scheme 
for the Schr6dinger equation (1.9) and then directly discretize the analytic transparent boundary 
conditions (1.10),(1.11). Our discretized boundary conditions are exact in spatial direction, the 
overall scheme has been proved to be unconditionally stable and convergent, and our numerical 
examples how that almost no numerical reflections are observed at the boundaries. Moreover, 
this discretization method for the transparent boundary condition can be easily extended to 
finite-element approximation [14]. 
The organization of this paper is the following. In Section 2, we derive our fully discrete finite- 
difference schemes, the stability and convergence are analyzed in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted 
to presentation of numerical examples to show the effectiveness of our approach. 
2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE D IFFERENCE SCHEME 
Let ~ = (0, 1). For a nonnegative integer k and real number p, 1 < p <__ oc, we use Wk'P(~) 
to denote the Sobolev space and LP(0, T; X) to denote the space of all L p integrable functions 
w(., t) from [0, T] into the Banach space X, and define [15] 
wk,p (o, r; x) __ {w Lp (o, T; x) . o'w LP(O,r;X),VO< <k} 
with norm, 
( jo NwlIw~"(°'T;X) = ~ x ' 1 _< p < oc, 
HWllwk,oo(O,T;X) = max 
O<s<_k X L~(O,T) 
To simplify the notations, we denote W °,v and W k,2 by L p and H k, respectively. 
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Let J and N be two positive integers, and let h = 1/ J  and ~" = T /N .  We introduce the 
notations, 
~h = {xj = jh, j = 0, i , . . . ,  J}, a ,  = {t, = nr, n = 0, i , . . . ,  N}, 
. i i (tn Jr" tn-1) ej = [X j _ l ,X j ] ,  e n : [tn-l ,tn], Xj_ l /2  = -~ (x j  "4 -x j -1) ,  tn_ l /2  = -~ 
Vn-ll2~-ll2 = V (x j - l l2 , t~- l l2)  , qsj~ = ¢ (xj,t~), U? = u (xy,t~), 
and for a given complex 
1 
02L1/2 -- 2 (~ "~ (ML1) , 
1 
5="0-1/2 = ~ (wY - wL i ) ,  
2 n 1 Wn = ( - + 
mesh function w = {w~, 0 _< j < J, 0 < n < N} on ~h × ft,, we define 
W~-I/2 I n-I = ) ,  
5 ,~-1/2 1 tSdj - - - -  (O3~--f.d~ -1) 
= j--1/2 j--l/2' 
j----i 
1 i~  (~, t) = -~ux (z, t) + v (~, t) ¢ (~, t), 
(~, t) = ¢~ (~, t), 
u(O, t )=V~e- i (~/4)e - iV - t~ iot ¢(O,A)e~V-:~ 
/o V ~r dt ~/t - ;~ 
¢ (~, 0) = ¢0 (~), ~ (~, 0) = ¢0_ (~), 
Next, we construct the difference scheme for (2.1)-(2.5). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose u(t) E W2'~[0,t~]. Then, 
v (~,t) e a~, (2.1) 
v (x,t) e a~, (2.2) 
0 < t <_ T, (2.3) 
0 < t < T, (2.4) 
o < x < 1. (2.5) 
where e is a constant independent of h and T. 
PROOF. Similar to the proof of Lemma 1 in [16]. 
Suppose that ¢(x, t) is the solution of problem (1.9)-(1.12) and 
¢ (x, t) E H 3 (0, T; H 2 (ft)) N W 2'c¢ (0, T; W 1'1 (12)) ~ H 2 (0, T; H 3 (~)) N H 1 (0, T; H 4 (~)). 
Then, for nearly all t C [0, T], 
0~ (x, t) 
Ot s - -  e WI ' I  (~) ,  s = 0 ,1 ,2 ,  
and by the Sobolev embedding theorem Wi,l(ft) ~-~ C(ft), we have 
O~¢(x't)-oF c(~) < c ]O~¢(x't)-o-~ w1,1(~) ' s--  0,1,2. 
where ~ denotes the complex conjugate of w. 
Let u(x, t) = Cx(x, t), then problem (1.9)-(1.12) can be rewritten as the following, 
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Notice that ¢(0, 0) = ~b(1, 0) = 0, then 
d f t  ¢(O,A)eiY-XdA=2d [* d * dA 
- Jo -~Jo v? -~ {¢(o,~)e 'v-~} d~=fo --~ {e'V-~'¢(O,,~)} vq-:-X' 
From the boundary condition (2.3) and Lemma 1, we have 
tk dA 
k=l 
= ~e- i ( ' / * )  ~-~ l {e- iv-( '~-*"~ - e-iv-('~-"-"~k°-l } ~ ~ + O (ra/2 
k=l --1 
k=l 




ak=2V~(  kv /k~-V~ ),  k = o, 1, 2 , . . . .  (2.6) 
{ ° ( ) U~ -1 = e -i('r/4) ao~ -1 + ~ (an-l-k - an-k -2)  e *~ (*'~ 1 ~k)ff 2 +0 ?.3/2 
k=l 
=e-,C,/4~ ~o~-1 + F_ , (~_~_~_~_~)e- ,~- , . - ,~-~ +0 ,~/~ . 
k=l 
Therefore, for 1 < n < N, we have the diseretization for (2.3) 
k=l 
and similarly, for (2.4) we have 
{ } U~- l /2  _e_ i (~- /4 )aoX i /~-  1/2 + (an_ k an_k_ l )e_ iV+(tn_t~)~k-1/2  , n- l~2 = -- -t-Td , 
k=l 
with 
~~-1/2 [_< cra/2. [ "f~ -1/2 ]-< cra/2, I . J  
By the Taylor expansion with integral residue, we have 
f' (,,,_~/~) =~,f"-~/~ + o (~)Ilfllw~,,c~-~, 
f (t,_l/~) = f,,-1/2 + o (~-)IlfllW~.lC~), 
If (t.,,)l - _1 [ifllLl(,~r, ) + iI.fllw,.lo~.r,)" 
T 




n-1/2 1 T r , - .1 /2 -  - V,~-l/2~n-t/2. ,~-1/2 1<j< J, l<n<N,  i6t~Jj-1/2=-26=vj-1/2 + j - l12 - - j - l12  +~j - l12 ,  
Un-1/2 c~ ~n--1/2 ,~n-1/2 
j - - l /2 -- x j--l~2 +vj - -1 /2 '  l<_j<_J,  l<n<N,  
(2.1o) 
(2.11) 
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where 
~-x/2 = o(~) [llCllw.,,(~=;w~,~(n)) + IlCllw.,~{~-;w~,~(n))] ej--1/  
~n-1/2"~O(T) II~llw~,~(.=;w~,~{~))+o (h)II IIL~(.~;w~,~(.~})+O(h)IlCllw~,~{.=;w~,~{~)) j-1/2 
It is easy to check that 
J 
h~-"  2 2 2 II¢llw~,~(~;w.~(a>) = ll¢llw~,~(~;w,,,{a)) -< c~ II¢IIH~(~';H'(a>), 
j=l 
J 
h ~ 2 crh 2 2 
j= l  
So, we have 
and then 
h4 2 I]¢[IL~(~=;H~(B))] + crh4, 
T 




~k-1/2 2 A (_~ CT3 [[I/JIL2/2(0,T;H2(~} ) -t-C T ][~/JI[L,(0,T;Ha(~2)) -~-ch 4. (2.13) 
k=l 
Therefore, we obtain a finite difference-scheme of problem (2.1)-(2.5) as the following, 
i~ ./.n--1/2 1 e n-l~2 _ yn-1/2j,n-1/2 ~'t~j-1/2 + -~°zuj-1/2 j -1/2 ~j-1/2 = 0, 1 < j _ J, 1 < n < N, (2.14) 
n-l~2 _ ~ ~l,n--1/2 Uj--1/2 ~ j -1 /2  : 0' l < j <_ J, l < n < N, 
[ a ""n-1/2-H ~--1 } ?AO -1/2=e-i(Tr/4) ~ OWO k=l~ (an-k--an-k-1)e-iV-(t~-tk)~jko-1/2 ' 
l<n<N,  




o = ~b o (x j )  0 < j < J. (2 .18)  CO=cO(x  j ) ,  ~ j  , _ _ 
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The finite-difference scheme (2.14)-(2.18) contains two complex mesh functions {¢;, u~, 0 < j _< 
3, 0 <_ n ~ N}, by eliminating u~, 0 ~_ j _~ J, 0 < n < N, we obtain a finite-difference scheme 
which contains only mesh function ¢~, 0 < j <_ J, 0 < n < N, 
1 fVn_l/2u,~_l/2 ~n- l12- -n - l12]  
2 ( j+1/2 ~j+1/2 + v~_i/e V;~_l/~ ~ = 0, 
l< j< J -1 ,  l<n<N,  
(2.19) 
~ qln--ll2 ~/rn--ll2~)n--ll2"[ 
~112 - h { - i5~ 112 + 1/2 1/2 J 
n-1/2 E , l < n < N, ---- e -iOr/4) ao~bo q- (an-k -- an -k - l )  e-iV-(t~-tk)~bko -1/2 
k=l 
x~,j_ l /2 -~- h t -~ot~j_ l /2  ~- , J- l~2 w J - l /2  J 
n-1 ~-iv+(t~-t~)°f'k-ll2t 1 < n < N, : - -e  -i(Ir14) ao~ba -t-~-~ ,-, v,j ~ ,  (an-k--a,~-k-1) "-112 (2.21) 
k=l 
~bo = ¢0 (xj), 0 <_ j _< J. (2.22) 
We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. 
(i) Suppose that {¢~, u~, 0 < j < J, 0 < n < N} is a solution ofprobIem (2.14)-(2.18), then 
{¢~, 0 < j < J, 0 < n < N} is a solution of problem (2.19)-(2.22). 
(ii) Suppose that {~b~, 0 _ j < J, 0 < n < N} is a solution o£problem (2.19)-(2.22), let 
0 0 uj = ¢z (xj), 0 ~ j ~ J, (2.23) 
U~ 
( ~-  v,-1/2o1,~-1/2~ \ ~x~)1t2112 -h~-i~t+ll2112i- "1/2 Wl/2 ] J ,  (2,24) 
l <n<N,  
uj _u j _  1 (u~,-1 n-1 ..l- 43 "l'n-l12 "= " - +~s-~)  - :~'S-~l~'  1<6<,s ,  I < n < N.  (2.25) 
Then, {¢7' uT' 0 <_ j ~_ J, 0 < n < N} is a solution of problem (2.14)-(2.18). 
In the above sense, we say that problem (2.19)-(2.22) is equivalent to problem (2.14)-(2.18). 
PROOF. 
(i) Suppose that {¢y, u~, 0 _< j < J, 0 < n <_ N} is a solution of problem (2.14)-(2.18). 
From equality (2.14),(2.15), we have 
1 n-1/2 1 n-l~2 f i3An-1/2 vn-1/2]n-1/2~ 
~uj : -~Uj_ 1 ~- h ~.- twj-1/2 + j-1/2 ~j-1/2 J ,  
l< j< J ,  l<n<N,  
(2.26) 
1 n-l~2 1 n-l~2 5 ~/~-1/2 -~uj =-~u j -1  + zwj-1/2, l <_j < J, l < n < N. 
Summing up equation (2.26) and (2.27), we arrive at 
(2.29) 
n-i/2 uj = ~ ,un--1/2 f . . . . .  1/2 vn-1/2un-1/2"~ ~'zj-1/2 + h ~.-zot~Pj_l/2 q- "j-1/2 ~j-1/2 j ,  
l<_j<_J, l<n<N.  
(2.28) 
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Subtracting equation (2.26) from (2.27), we get 
n-- l~2 .-~ ~ ~l ,n- l12 _ h f .~ zn -1 /2  , Trn- -1 /2 - -n - -1 /2 )  
u3-1 ~ j -1 /2  l -wt~j -V2  + vJ-V2 ~j-1/2 ~, 
l<_ j< J ,  l<n<N,  
(2.29) 
namely) 
u~-1/2 = ~ ,/,~-112 f .~ _~- I12  v~-1/2 /,~-112 ~ 
~xWj+l/2 - h l -wt~j+ l /2  + "j+1/2 ~'j+1/2 j ,  (2.30) 
O<j<_ J -1 ,  l<n<N.  
Therefore, we can get (2.19) by combining (2.28) and (2.30), get (2.20) by substitut- 
ing (2.29) with j = 1 into (2.16), and get (2.21) similarly. Namely, {¢2, 0 < j < J, 0 < 
n <__ N} is a solution of problem (2.19)-(2.22). 
(ii) Suppose that {¢~, 0 _< j < J, 0 <_ n <_ N} is a solution of problem (2.19)-(2.22). By 
formulations (2.23)-(2.25) we obtain a mesh function {u2, 0 < j <__ or, 0 < n < N}. 
Obviously, (2.15) follows from (2.25). Substituting (2.25) with j = 1 into (2.24), we can 
get (2.14) with j = 1. Once (2.14) w i th j  = j0 ,  1 <:_ j0 _< or - l ,  holds, then we can 
get (2.14) with j = j0 + 1 by subtracting (2.14) with j = J0 from (2.19) with j = J0, 
so (2.14) holds for any j, 1 < j < or. (2.16) follows from (2.20) and (2.24). (2.17) can 
be obtained by subtracting (2.14) with j = Y from (2.21) and combining the resulting 
equality and (2.15). II 
At n th time level, scheme (2.19)-(2.22) is a tridiagonal system of linear algebraic equations in 
the complex number space with respect o {92, 0 _< j _< J}. Let v}" and w2 be the real part and 
imaginary part of ¢~ respectively, then we can obtain the corresponding system of the following 
form in the real number space, 
-A2  A1 w n = Fn'  
where 
" - -  , vA  , = v '~=[v o,v~, • ~t ,~ ,~ 
(2 .31)  
(o r + 1) x (or + 1) real-valued matrices A1 and A2, are symmetric and tridiagonal. This system 
can be solved by some iteration methods, for example, the GMRES method. 
3. ANALYS IS  OF  THE D IFFERENCE SCHEME 
First, we introduce the following lemma [17]. 
LEMMA 2. For any T > O, let u(t) 6 HU4(O,T) with the extens ion  u( t )  = O, [or t > T. Then, 
d Re{ei~/4f0 ~( t )~ [L  t ~u(A)dA] dr} >0._ 
Based on this lemma, we obtain the following lemma (see also [18]). 
LEMMA 3. For any complex vector u = (u 1, u2, .." , uN), the following inequality holds, 
{ .1 ]} 
n=l  k=l  
where ak is de~ned in (2.6). 
PROOF. We define function u(t) by 
{ u '~, tn - l _<t<tn ,  l<n<N,  u(t) = O, t>_tN. 
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We can easily check that u(t) E H1/4(O,T). Then, we have 
/: ] ] f~ (t) ~ ~ dA dA dt 
n-----1 tn-1 
= E f~n u k dA ~ dA 
n=l _ ~ - ,X u~ 
n=l  kk=l  k=l  
According to Lemma 2, we have 
= - • 
n=l 
I, n=l L k=l 
d 
- -1v~Re{e i~r /4 /0  f i ( t )~  [ /0 t~dA]  dt} >_0. | 
THEOREM 2. Difference scheme (2.19)-(2.22) is uniquely solvable. 
PROOF. From Theorem 1, it suffices to prove that difference scheme (2.14)-(2.18) is uniquely 
solvable. Suppose that we have determined {¢~, 0 _< j < J, 0 < k < n - 1}. We consider the 
homogenous equations, about {¢~, u~. -1/2, 0 < j <_ J}, of (2.14)-(2.18), 
i n 1~ n - l /2  1vn-1 /2 / ,n  
-~¢j-1/2 + "~vx~j_l/2 - ~ j-1/2 ~'j-1/2 = O, 1 < j < J, 
~-1/2 1 6 n _ _ 
uj_v2 - ~ ~%b}_1/2 = O, 1 < j < J, 
Uo-1/2 laoe-i(Tr/4)o/,n 
= 2 ~'0, 
u~_l/2 1 i',<v n = -~aoe-  t ! )¢ j .  
-" (3.2) by _ . - i /2  Multiplying (3.1) by ~)j--1/2'  U j _ I /2 ,  and adding the results, we get 






1 vn_l/2 ,~ 2 
+ "{ j-1/2 ~}-1/2 = T1 + T2, 
where the imaginary valued term T1 and the real valued term T2 are given by 
T1 I (~_1/2¢  7 n - i /27n  -n -1 /2 -n  _ n-- i /2Tn "~ 
-~- -- Uj  ~l}) --  U j _  1 •j--1 -~ Uj--1 • - -1 )  , 
~h / _n-1/2 . . . .  1/2T . . . .  1/2 . . . . . . .  1/2 z,~ 
T2 = ~--uj YPj-1 -- uj Y)j-1 + uj-1 Wj + uj-1 Wj ) 
1 V,~_I/2 . 2 
+ ~ ~-i/2 ¢j-~/2 • 
Therefore, we have 
r " 2 i ¢}-1/2 =T1. 
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Multiplying the above equality by h and summing up for j,  from (3.3),(3.4), we get 
Y ,, ~ 1 (123-,I,¢~ - n-il,o?,,, Uo-,/2~,~) ih.r E ¢6-1/2 = ~ u j  ~a i fio-1/2%b~_F 
j=l 
_ ~ao (1¢~1~+ iW31 ~) 
8 
therefore, ¢~ = ¢~ = Cj~_,l~ = O, 1 <_ j < J, which means that ¢~ = 0, 0 _< j _< J. 
(3.2)-(3.4), we have 
u~-~l~-ll~ = u~-~l~ = Uo-ll~ = O, 1 _< j _< J, 
sou~ -~1~ = 0, O <_ j <_ 
THEOREM 3. Difference scheme (2.19)-(2.22) is unconditionally s~able, and 
From 
IlCnllA _< II¢011A. (3.5) 
PROOF. From Theorem 1, it suffices to prove that (3.5) holds for difference scheme (2.14)-(2.18). 
2o?,--1/2 Multiplying (2.14) by wj-1/2, we get 
i ( n 2 _ if)n--1 2"~ + i [~jn ~)n--1 _ ~3n ff3n--, "~ 
-~ ¢5-~12 j-~12 .} r \ j-l l2 ~-112 j-ll~ j-112) 
1(uT-,12(p~.-V2 ,~-112~=-il2~ 
1 (uT_ll2~b~..S:12 u~_l12oT, n_,12"~ ov,~_il~ .,,n_1122=o" 
(3.6) 
_n--l~2 
Multiplying (2.15) by Uj_l/2, we get 
n--1/2 2 7Lj--1/2-'~ ~h (~7-1/2¢3 -1/2 -r l -1/2"r~-1/2'-  %Lj-1 ~/)j-1 ) 
1[-n-' I2~"-V2 _ ~z~.-V2¢~. S;12 ) 
Summing up (3.6),(3.7), comparing the imaginary parts of the results, we get 
1(  ~ 2_ %b~- 1 2~ 1. r ~-l12~-l12_u~-l12~b;-l12 } 
r ~3-1/2 j-1/2 ) = ~ imtu j -  1 ~j-1 
Multiplying the above equality by h and summing up for j, we have 
1 (11¢~11~ _ =Im {u~-1/2¢o-1/2 n-1/2°7'~-'/2]" 
7 - ~J ~J S" 









~3/-- 1/2 2 l--1 . . . .  ~-iV-(t'-tk)~/'k-1/2~Zl-1/2 ~ 
= --ie i('~/4) ao + E (at-k -- ~ . . . .  is ~ 9o 9o S '  
k=l 
(3.11) 
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l-1/2 T, l-1/2 
Uj wJ 
a0 + (al-k al k - -  - -  - - - . t}  ~ ' J  w J  • 
k=l 
Then, according to Lemma 3, 
(3.12) 
~'T  f 1-1/2o7,l-1/2 Z-1/2o7,1-1/2~ L.~ ~m ).u 0 ~o -- uj wj f 
l=l 
= -Re  e ~('~/4) Z¢lo-1/2e iv-tz -1/2eW-h 
l=l 
l--1 k--1/2~iV_tk" ) 
-- ~ (al-k-1 -- al_k) ¢0 
k=l 
-Re{  ei(Tr/4) ~ a°Wd'l'l-1/2~iV+h 
l--I ~ .Lk--1/2~iV+tk" ) 




Therefore, (3.5) follows from (3.10) and the above inequality. 
Next, we give the convergence r sult. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that ¢(x, t) is the solution of problem (1.9)-(1.12), and 
¢ (x, t) E H a (0, T; H ~ (f~)) n W 2'°~ (0, T; W 1'1 (~)) n H 2 (0, T; H a (~)) n H i (0, T; H 4 (f~)). 
~fln ?z Let { j } be the solution of problem (2.19)-(2.22), and let qoj = ~,b(xj,t,~) - ¢~. Then, we have 
(3.14) 
where hr = re_in{h, ~-}. 
PROOF. Denote w] = u(xj, t , ) -u~.  Subtracting (2.14)-(2.17) from (2.10),(2.11) and (2.7),(2.8), 
respectively, we obtain the following error equations, 
. . . .  1/2 1~ n-l/2 . . . . .  1/2 n- l /2 ,  n-1/2 
ZOt~Oj_l/2 = ---~OxWj_l/2 ~ Vj_I/2 ~Oj-1/2 -{- Ej_I/2, 
l<j_<y, l<n<N,  
(3.15) 
n-I~2 r n-1/2 . m--I~2 wj_l/2 =ox~oj_l/2 +oj_1/2, l<_ j_<J ,  l<n<N,  (3.16) 
~°~ -~/~ = e-"~/~ ~°~'~-~/~ + Z (~-~ - ~-~-~/e - '~-"° - '~°~ -~/~ 
k=l (3.17) 
+7o -1/2 , l<n<N,  
n--l/2 ~j -1 /2  : _g--i(z¢/4) ao~O J '~ ~ (an-k -- an-k-l) e--'Y÷(t'~--tk)~ok--1/2 (3.18) 
k=l 
,~-1/2 7j , 1 < n < N, 
0 =0,  0 ~oj wj =0,  0<j<_ J .  (3.19) 
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From (3.16), we have 
¢~ n--1/2-n--1/2 ~. n--1/2 2 ~- n- -1/2-n- - i~2 
• wj-I/2 ~j- i /2 ÷ °~- I /21  = °~wJ-i/2 ~°J-i/2 
/ n-l~2 tn-1/2~ (~ .-n--l~2 
+ ~wj-~/2 - ~j-1/2] ~ j -1 /2  (3.20) 
1 i" n--l~2-n--l~2 n-l~2-n--1/2~ = ~ VJ ~J -~j-1 ~j-~ ) 
_ 5n-1/26 _n-1/2 
j - l /2 xq°j-1/2 • 
,~ =n- l /2  Multiplying (3.15) by -~j -1/2,  from (3.20), we get 
i ( n 2 n-1 2"~ i /~n ~n-1 _@n ~on-I ~ 
T \ q°J-1/2 -- q°J-1/2 } +-kT j-1/2 j- i~2 j-1/2 ~-1/2] 
(~ n-l~2 2 1, n-1/2-n--1/2 n-1/2-n--1/2x ¢)vn-1/2 ,n - l /212  
= xqOj_l/2 -t- -~(wj_ 1 qoj_ 1 - wj ~j ) "1- " j-l~2 ~j-1/2 ] 
2 ,~-1/2-,~-1/2 5n-1/26 =,~-1/2 ¢j--1/2~j--1/2 -~ j--l~2 xWj--1/2' 1 <_ j N J, 1 < n < N. 
Multiplying the above equality by h and summing up for j, comparing the real part and imaginary 
part of the result, respectively, we obtain 
5~o '~-I/2 ~ = ~e~ ~.Wj f n-I/2-n-I/2~Oj _ tdon-I/2-n-I/2]~O 
J 
_ 2 E hF 7: Y j -  1/2 
j= l  
j= l  ~Oj--I/2~Oj--I/2 
{~=1 {2en-1/2-n-1/2- -sn-1/25-n-1/2"~} - Re h ~ j_i/2~oj_l/2 t j-1/2 zq°j-1/2) , 
f n--1/2-n--1/2 n--1/2_n--1/2 
T 
+Im h~ze~-l /2~5-1/2 +°~-1/2 ~j -1 /2 )  • 
j= l  
Using e-inequality with s = 1, we have 
[9n- l12.-n-112 6n-1125 =n-1/2] n_1/212 -- 2 
±Re["~j -1 /2~j -1 /2  + j -t /2 ~ ' - i /2~- -  ~S-1/2 1 "1- ~j_l/~"-l/2 
I n-V22 i 5 n-~122 
+~ ~-I/~ +~ ~-~/~ • 
Let Vm = IIV(x,t)]]oo,a and notice that Jh = 1, then from (3.21) we have 
A ~ n-1/2-n--1/2 n-1/2-n-1/2~ 1_ 5~._~/~ < Re ~ ~ - ~o ~o ] 
2 
+ (2gin + 1) ~-~/~ : 
1 5,~_~/2 2 A 11:) + ÷ +7 
f ~-~/2 _,~-~/2 ~-1/~ _~-~/~] (3.23) 
1 5n-1/2 : 
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Similarly, for any e > 0, from (3.22) we have 
1 II 112"~ r n-l12_n-i/2 n-1 /2_n-1 /2" l  t, ll~'% - l i en - - i l iA )  ~ ~m two ~o -~°a ~a ] 
7" 
+~ (11<'11~ + I1~'-111~) 




w~-il2~-il2 ~-I12 -n-il~ -- oY j ~ j = Sn, 0 -- Sn,  J q- Sn,  r (3.2~) 
with 
and 
S:,o = (~;-1/~ - ~-1/~) +~-,i~, ( ~-i12 n-il2k -~n-1/2 S~,j = Ik J -- ,',/j ) ' f J  , 
S.,~ = 7o-1 /2~ -1/2 - 3'z"-l/2ea-"-l/2 
,._~1~ (.,~_~1~ h,~ _._~1~'~ .-11~ (~.-1/~ h~ _.-1/~ 
=% \wl/, -7~<P,/, )-'ry \ a_112+7~a-,12 ). 
Therefore, for any el > 0, 
//i n-i/2i 2 n-i/212~ ~i h2 (I~ ~-I/212 6 =-i/22~ 
ISn,rl<--~'~.l~J-V= I + W1/2 )+T~.lOx~J-~/~l + ~/~ ) 
1 
Zlh 5xcfln_l/2 2 A "4- 10  • 
- 2 si 
(3.26) 
From (3.23), (3.25), and (3.26) with ~1 = 1, we have 
(3.27) 
From (3.24)-(3.27), we have 
7" -- ' 4 
+ ~,h-l+~ 0~°H ~ + ii~°_lN~) 
2 :1 :) lo ..~ - -  En--1/2 .4_ (~n-- 1/2 _4_ (7"3) 
7 E1 
_< Im {Smo - Stay } + (2z -4- ~lh) Re {Smj  - S~,o} 
[ ( 11 1)  elh-1 +E] 
+ (2e+elh)  Vm+~+~+ + 2 
(ii~-H~ + I1~--111~) 
E 1 IA + O (7.3)] " 
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Let hr = min{h, T}, take ~1 = E = hr.  min{1/3, i/[6(Ym + 3)T]}, then 
T Im {Sn,o -- Sn,j} ÷ (2 + h) cRe{Sn, j  - Sn,o} 
+~ 
1 
• [ En--i/2 :÷~ ,n-l~2 2A] ÷h-~lO(T3 ) (3,28) 
= [1 - (2 + h) c] Im {Sn,o - Sn,j} ÷ (2 ÷ h) 5 [Re {Sn,j - Sn,o} 
- Im {Sn,j - Sn,0}] + 
. [ 6n--1/2 :÷~ ,n--1/9. :] ÷h;10(7.3). 
Similarly to the derivation of (3.11)-(3.13) and from (3.17),(3.18), and Lemma 3, we have 
?2 
E Im {Sk,o - Sa,y} <_ O. (3.29) 
k=l 
We define a real symmetric matrix, 
1 
0 




0 fl, 0 
1 0 ~1 
0 1 0 
#~ o i 
0 ~,~-2 0 
/~n-1 0 /~n-2 
• . ~n- l  
.. 0 
• . ~n-2  






. . .  
0 
I 
j3k=2vl/'~Tak--ak-12 2 =~l (v /k+l -2v /k+ kv/'k-'Sl-1), k= l ,2 , . . . ,n -1 .  
Then, B2n is diagonally dominant and is then positive definite. Therefore, if we let e iv-t~ 
k-l/2 ~o = Rk +i Ik and X = (R,, I1, R2, I2,. . . ,  Rn, In) t, Rk, and Ik are real numbers, then the 
following quadratic form, 
~ [Re {Sk,o} - Im {Sk,o}] = v~ ao (R~ + I~) + ~ (ak-~ - ak-~-l) (RkR~ + IkI~) 
k=l s=l  
4 t X>0.  = ~- - -XB2,  _ 
VTrr 
Similarly, we have 
[Re {sk,j} - Im {Sk,j}] _< 0. 
k=l  
Summing up (3.28) for ,~, from (3.29)-(3.31) and (2.12),(2.13), ~e get 






2 - k=l 
Using the discrete Gronwall inequality to the above inequality and noticing that nT <_ T, we have 
]I~"1] 2 < hT~O (h 4 +T 3) e2"r/T = h-~io (h 4 ÷T3).  
This completes the proof, l 
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4. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
In this section, we present two examples to show the effectiveness of our scheme. In the first 
example, we check the stability and convergence of our numerical method, and compare the 
numerical solution with the known exact solution. In the second example, the exact solution 
is also known, which is a travelling wave. The purpose here is to see whether there are any 
numerical reflections on the boundaries, and also to compare with other numerical methods. 
EXAMPLE 1. We use scheme (2.19)-(2.22) to solve the following initial value problem of the 
Schr5dinger equation on R 1 × [0, 5], 
~¢~ (x, t) = - 2¢~ (x, t) + ¢ (x, t), v (x, t) e R: × (0, 5], (4.1) 
j ' x (1 -x ) ( l+2 i ) ,  YxG[0,1], 
¢(x,0) 
0, otherwise. 
Its exact solution is the following [19], 
¢(x,t) - 1 ~o: : (1 - :) (1 + 2i) ei[ (~-~)~/2t-~-~/4] d:.
For mesh size (h, r), we denote the relative error of the solution by 
eh,~ (t.)  = I]¢ (xj, tn) - ¢~HA 
We take T = h and h = ho = 0.1, ho/2, h0/4, ho/8, the corresponding errors eh,~(tn) at t ime 
levels tn = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are listed in Table 1. We can see that eh,~(t~) ~ O(h), which is coincident 
with the theoretical result given in Theorem 4. In the case that ~- = h 2, the errors eh,~(t~) are 
listed in Table 2. We can see that eh,r(tn) ~ O(h2), which is better than the theoretical result. 
This suggests that the error bound obtained in (3.14) may not be optimal, further improvement 





Table 1. Relative er ror  eh,~- ( tn ) , ' r  = h.  
h0 h0 h0 
h=ho =0.1  h=- -  h--- -  - -  h - -  
2 4 8 
1 .503D - O l  
1 .796D - 01  
1 .592D - 01  
1 .587D - 01  
1 .706D - 01  
8 .609D - 02  
9 .300D - 02  
9 .908D - 02  
9 .423D - 02  
9 .521D - 02  
4 .928D - 02  
5 .043D - -  02  
5 .527D - 02  
5 .332D - 02  
5 .701D - 02  
2 .512D - 02  
2 .770D - -  02  
2 .854D - 02  
2 .932D - 02  
2 .940D - 02  
Mesh 
eh,~(2)  
eh , r (3 )  
eh,~- (4 )  
eh,~(5) 
Table 2. Relative error eu,~ (tn), ~ = h 2. 
h=ho=O.1  h= h°- h= h° h= h° 
2 4 8 
1.100D - 02 
1 .020D - 02 
1 .007D - 02 
1 .002D - 02 
1 .000D - 02 
2.823D - 03  
2 .561D - 03  
2 .520D - 03  
2 .510D - 03  
2 .505D - 03  
7 .061D - 04  
6 .518D - 04  
6 .345D - 04  
6 .289D - O4 
6 .270D - 04  
1 .736D - 04  
1 .640D - 04  
1 .607D - 04  
1 .589D - 04  
1 .577D - 04  
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Figure 1. The exact solution I~(x, t)i at different imes. 
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. . . .  Bukakav & Popov method 
, - ,  Mayfield method 





0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Figure 2. The solutions [¢(x,t)l at t ----- 0.005 and t = 0.01. 
EXAMPLE 2. We consider the right travelling Gaussian beam [4], with a wave number k0 = 8, 
(x , t )= -200t+i  
exp ( - i  (lOx - 5)2 - ko (lOx - 5) + 5Ok2ot ) 
It is the exact solution of the SchrSdinger equation (1.1) with V(x, t) = O, its evolution at different 
times are shown graphically in Figure 1. 
In order to compare the numerical results using our method to the solutions using other dis- 
cretization methods of the analytic transparent boundary conditions, we consider the computa- 
tional interval [0, 1], take the space step h = 1/160 and the time step ~- = 2 x 10 -5 and solve 
the numerical solutions by our method, the Mayfield method [5] and the Baskakov and Popov 
method [1], respectively. The evolutions of the exact solution and the numerical solutions at 
different imes are shown graphically in Figures 2 and 3. We can see in these figures that our 
method almost does not induce the numerical reflection, but the other two methods induce strong 
reflections travell ing to the left. At t ime t = 0.015, the numerical solution using our method has 
almost completely left the domain [0, 1] but the numerical solutions using the other two methods 
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Figure 3. The solutions [¢(x,t)l at t =- 0.015 and t = 0•02. 
contain a reflected wave packet with the maximum modulus (which corresponds to the maximum 
error) of about 0.086 for the Mayfield method and around 0.011 for the Basl~kov and Popov 
method. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we consider a finite-difference approximation for the one-dimensional time- 
dependent Schrhdinger equation on unbounded omain. Artificial boundary conditions are 
in t roduced to reduce the original problem to an in i t ia l -boundary value problem in a finite- 
computat iona l  domain. Using the method  of reduct ion of order, a f inite-difference scheme is 
constructed to solve the reduced problem. This  scheme has been proved to be uniquely solv- 
able, uncondit ional ly  stable and convergent. Numerical  examples howed the effectiveness of our 
scheme. 
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